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ABSTRACT

Cortical cells of stem sections from cowpea plants
(Vigjna sinensis var.

California Blackeye)

systemically

infected with tobacco ringspot virus exhibited lower membrane
electropotential differences than healthy stem cells.

In

virus-infected plants, cortex cells above the primiary leaf
node exhibited a drop in electropotential differences be¬
ginning four days after inoculation whereas cortex cells
below the primary leaf node developed lower electropot¬
ential differences as early as t^vvo days postincculation.
Electron microscopy of cortex parenchyma cells in the same
stem areas revealed virus-like particles encased in tubules
embedded in the cell wall or arranged in a paracrystalline
array within the vacuole.

The virus infection caused ultra-

structural changes in stem protophloem and cortex cells.
The changes were first noticed one to three days after
inoculation and included increased"formation of membranous
vesicles between the plasmalemima and cell wall and pro¬
liferation of cytoplasmic membranes often followed by the
formation of multiraembranous structures in the cytoplasm.
Most cell organelles exhibited no major ultrastructural
changes during the first five days postinoculation but some
chloroplasts in cells of virus-infected tissue exhibited
phytoferritin deposition

about three days postinoculation

and lamellar disruption four to five days after inoculation.
IV,
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INTRODUCTION
Histological,

cytological, and ultrastructural studies

of plant virus infections are very common.

Most of these

studies, however, deal with locally or systemically infected
leaf tissue.

Very rarely is stem tissue observed or studied

in relation to a systemic virus infection.

The loss of mem¬

brane integrity is thought to be one of the earliest events
in virus-induced cellular dysfunction.

Electron microscopy

is often used to study cell membrane abnormality but results
can be misleading due to fixation, embedding, and sectioning
artifacts.

Recently, electrophysiology has been used to

study membrane integrity in vivo as it relates to maintainance of an electrochemical potential gradient across the
membrane between the interior of the cell and a surrounding,
bathing solution.

The use of electrophysiology in the study

of virus infections of plant cells has been used very little
so far and the results have not been particularly conclusive.
It was felt that a study combining electrophysiology and
electron microscopy might help establish the value of
electrophysiological techniques and might help explain the
ultrastructural changes caused by virus infections and ob¬
served by electron microscopy.
Tobacco ringspot virus causes a systemic necrosis of
cowpea (Vigna sinensis var.

California blackeye) within five

to seven days, often resulting in the death of the plant by
seven to nine days after inoculation.

This type of behavior
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makes this virus-host combination convenient for study.
Edwards (1978) studied the histopathology of stem necrosis
in this virus-host combination and showed that necrosis
apparently begins in the protophloem region of the stem,
eventually spreading outward to the cortical cells.

His

study provides a basis for the present work.
The objectives of this study were to further investi¬
gate the early stages of systemic stem cell necrosis at
the ultrastructural level, and to correlate these with
the presence of virus particles in infected cells.

In

addition it was thought desirable to correlate the ultrastructural changes following inoculation with changes in
transmembrane electropotential differences to better es¬
tablish the time of virus-induced cell membrane change(s)
in relation to the onset of macroscopically visible stem
necrosis.

3
LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Electro-physiology
The cell membrane is a selectively permeable barrier
that protects the cell from adverse external compounds and
ions, while it permits the entrance of physiologically
desirable substances.

One method used to judge the inte¬

grity of the cell membrane is to measure the electrical
potential difference (PD) or electropotential gradient
between the inside of the cell and the external bathing
solution (Higinbotham, 1973).

Healthy plant cells theoreti¬

cally have a constant "resting" potential, while membrane
damage is indicated by a drop in this normal "resting"
potential (Tattar and Blanchard, 1976),
used to measure such differences,

The technique

involves the use of intra¬

cellular electrodes, and has been known for more than 50
years.

As early as 1925» Osterhout measured the cell

resting potential of the alga, Valonia sp., and Taylor and
Whitaker (1927), measured the resting potential of the alga
Nitella,
In the early studies, large one-celled organisms were
probed with crude, wide tip-diameter electrodes of question¬
able reliability.

As the science of electrophysiology

progressed and probing of biological material (plant and
animal) became more common, the state of the art became more
advanced.

In 19^9i Ling and Gerard, described a method
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allowing them to consistently measure the membrane potential
of frog muscle fiber with fine-tipped (a few tenths micro¬
meter diameter) glass microelectrodes.

Subsequently,

microelectrodes have been used quite routinely in intra¬
cellular investigations of membrane physiology.

Descrip¬

tions of techniques and theories explaining the use and
properties of such electrodes have been published (Lavellee,
Shanne and Hebert, 19^9; Geddes, 1972).
The first electrophysiological study involving the use
of microelectrodes on cells of crop plants was conducted
by Etherton and Higinbotham around i960.

In that study they

compared the electropotential gradient between a leaf cell
interior and the external bathing solution as a function of
extracellular potassium concentration.

Since then, the im¬

portance of membrane electrical potential differences

(PD*s)

in plant cells has been clearly established (Dainty, 1962?
Higinbotham, 1973? Poole, 1978).

Intracellular electro-

physiological studies dealing with healthy plajit cells are
fairly common, yet similar studies dealing with plant
cells affected by pathogens are rather rare (Tattar and
Blanchard, 1976).

In recent years, PD measurements in

plant pathology have been made in association with nematodeinduced giant cells (Jones et al., 1975)i metabolic inhibitors
(Novacky and Karr, 1977), wounding (Koopowitz et al., 1975),
and most frequently, with the effects of fungal diseases and
their toxins on infected plant cells (Novacky and Hanchey, 1974?
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Novaclcy et al, , 1976? Wheeler, 1976).

In only a few cases,

have the effects of plant virus infection been studied
electrophysiologicSLlly (Stack and Tattar, 1978), and no
such study has involved the use of stem cells,
et al,

(1952) and Ghabrial and Pirone

Greenham

(19^7) made an in¬

direct study of electrical resistance as it related to
virus infection,

A study by Stack and Tattar (1978)

dealt

with intracellular FD measurements in cowpea leaf cells
infected with tobacco ringspot virus.

Although the latter

study was rather inconclusive regarding this disease it did
prove the feasibility of using intracellular microelectrodes
to study plant virus infections.

Since so little electro-

physiological work has dealt with virus infections and no
research of this kind has involved stem cells, an electrophysiological study of stem cell necrosis in relation to
infection of the plant by a virus was undertaken and is de¬
scribed herein,
B,

Electron Microscopy

Most of the work dealing with ultrastructure of virus
disease has been done with tobacco mosaic virus (Bald, 1966;
Esau, 1967? Schlegal et al,, I967; Esau, I968),

These

studies were primarily concerned with the subcellular loca¬
tion of virions and virus aggregates of tobacco mosaic virus
which is easy to work with due to rts relatively large size
(300 X 15 nm).

In contrast,

icosahedral particles are usually
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much smaller and are easily confused with cytoplasmic
ribosomes (Milne, 19^7; Langenberg, 1979) and, therefore,
are identified jgi situ only when they are arranged in re¬
gular, crystalline forms or by using ferritin-conjugated
antibodies, or by performing cytochemical tests on thin
sections of infected material (De Zoeten, 197^; Langenberg,
1979).

In most ultrastructural studies, local lesions are

examined as model systems primarily because within the
lesion there is the full range of viral effects, from the
cells surrounding the lesion and exhibiting no apparent
signs of virus infection to the necrotic cells in the
center of the lesion (Mundry, 1963; Siegel and Zaitlin, 1964;»
Hayashi and Matsui, 1965; Allison and Shalla, 1974; Da Graca
and Martin, 1975).
Da Graca and Martin (1975) studied the development of
tobacco mosaic virus-induced local lesions on tobacco and
described a sequence of ultrastructural changes beginning
with nuclear abberation, then chloroplast degeneration,
>

followed by tonoplast disruption, and finally collapse of
infected cells.
(1965)

On the other hand, Hayashi and Matsui

observed that a disruption of chloroplasts occurs

before nuclear changes are apparent and suggest that dis¬
integration begins with a gradual disappearance of the
stroma followed by disassembly of granal stacks and finally
disintegration of the plastid,

Butler^and Simon (I97I)

believe that the breakdown of the major cell membranes,

i.e..
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the tonoplast and, especially, the plasmalemma, are probably
the last events in cellular death, whether senescence is
induced by age or by stress such as that caused by a patho¬
gen.

Ultrastructural studies have contributed greatly to

our understanding of virus replication (Mundry, 1963; Esau,

1968; Hamilton, 1974).

Hamilton (1974)

suggests that re¬

gardless of the nucleic acid type of a virus,

its replication

is closely associated with the host cellular membrane system.
Atchison and Francki (1972) and Atchison (1973)

studied

the early effects of tobacco ringspot virus infection on root
growth of French bean.

Following inoculation of the primary

leaves of bean, virus was detected in the terminal millimeter
(meristematic region) of bean roots three days after inoc¬
ulation.

The detection of virus in roots was accompanied

by a decrease in the rate of root growth (Atchison and Francki,

1972) due to a decrease in the rate of cell division and
DNA synthesis (Atchison, 1973).

Virus concentration in

roots reached a plateau 4-5 days after leaf inoculation, then
it leveled off.

It is thought that a steady virus concen¬

tration was maintained in the roots by virus translocation
from other areas of the plant rather than by a steady viral
replication rate in the roots (Atchison, 1973).

Rapid move¬

ment of tobacco ringspot virus into soybean roots was similarly
observed by Bergeson et al,

(1964) and Halk"and McGuire

(1973)

and in cowpea roots by Kuriger and Agrios (1977),
Halk and McGuire

(1973)# in studying the translocation

of tobacco ringspot virus in soybean, found that only a
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small percentage of phloem traces led from the primary
leaves to the upper portions of the plant and therefore,
systemic apical necrosis is slow.

Slow infection and

appearance of tobacco ringspot virus was also noted by
Roberts et al.

(1970)

in tobacco shoot meristematic tissue.

Often, tubules containing virus particles appear in
the cytoplasm, the nucleus, in cell walls,

or plasmodesmata

of infected cells (Kim and Fulton, 1971; Van der Scheer
and Groenewegen, 1971; Jones et al, , 1973)

t

but this may

or may not be related to replication and/or translocation
of virus (Davison, 1969; De Zoeten, 1976).

The packaging

of virus into tubules is most commonly observed in diseases
involving icosahedral viruses, especially those viruses
in the NEPO-virus group (Walkey and Webb, 1970; Francki
and Katta, 1977).

Roberts and Harrison (1970)

suggested

that the tubules containing virus particles in leaves of
Chenonodium amaranticolor systemically infected with strawberry latent ringspot virus are sites of virus synthesis.
However, Weintraub et al.

(1975) often found intranuclear

tubules containing carnation ringspot virus after the
appearance of non-tubule bound virions in both the cyto¬
plasm and the nucleus, and thus the tubules could not have
been the areas of virus replication.

Davidson (I969) noticed

that in bean root tip cells infected with tobacco ringspot
virus, all the virus was present as rows in tubules within
plasmodesmata and postulated that these tubul es were necessary
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for virus ■transport.

In apical initials of tobacco shoot

meristems infected with tobacco ringspot virus, however,
tubules containing virus were seen in both the cytoplasm
and plasmodesmata (Roberts et al., 1970).

Tubules con¬

taining virus particles have also been noticed in;

sieve

elements of zinnia leaf tissue infected with dahlia mosaic
virus (Kitajima et al., I969)?

bean root meristem cells

infected with tobacco ringspot virus (Crowley et al. ,

1969); occasionally in soybean stem cells infected with
tobacco ringspot virus (Halk and McGuire, 1973);

embedded

in the cell wall of young systemically-infected leaves of
Petunia infected with grape fanleaf virus

(Saric and Wrisher,

1975); 3-nd others.
Kim and Fulton (1971) noted that tubules containing
bean pod mottle virus in bean leaves were of a unit membrane
structure, probably related to, or originating from, the
plasmalemma.

Tubules containing tobacco ringspot virus

particles were also found in various reproductive structures
of soybean plants (Yang and Hamilton, 1974).

Tubules con¬

taining virus were noticed in various .host tissues infected
with tobacco ringspot virus, strawberry latent ringspot
virus, and cherry leaf roll virus but not in host tissue in¬
fected with tomato blackring virus or arabis mosaic virus,
although all are NEFO-viruses (Walkey and Webb, 1970).

The

fact that the highest concentration of tubules was found
in the seed of Nicotiana rustica infected with cherry leaf
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roll virus and strawberry latent ringspot virus led Walkey
and Webb to suggest that tubule production may be involved
in the seed transmittance of those two viruses.

The pre¬

sence of tubule-bound virions within plasmodesmata may
cause a widening of this intercellular communication pas¬
sageway (Kitajima and Lauritis, I969).

Within plasmodes-

mata, a modified plasraalemmal strand, called a desmotubule
(Robards, 1971) has been seen to be displaced by virus
particles (Weintraub et al. , 197^J Weintraub et al., 1976).
The presence of tubules may be virus specific in some cases
(Jones et al. , I973), and host species specific in others
(Walkey and Webb, 1970).
Tubule formation is only one type of virus-induced
cellular inclusion, and reviews dealing with this aspect of
plant virus infection are numerous (McWhorter, 1965; Matsui
and Yamaguchi, I966; Christie and Edwardson, 1977; Martelli
and Russo, 1977; Edwardson and Christie, I978).

Many viruses,

especially those related to the potato virus Y group,

cause

the formation of cytoplasmic cylinders, loops, circles, and
pinwheels which Weintraub et al.

(1973) referred to collect¬

ively as ’’lamellar inclusions” due to the plate-like structure
of these inclusions as seen in serial sections.
Many viruses cause an increase in the number of cyto¬
plasmic vesicles in cells (De Zoeten,_1976).

The vesicles

appear to originate from an increase in rough and/or smooth
endoplasmic reticulum, and/or from increased Golgi apparatus
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activity resulting in large numbers of dictyosomes.

If

one accepts the theory of a continuous cell endomembrane
system involving all intracellular membranes (Robards, 1970;
Morre and Mollenhaur, 197^)» these vesicles may be produced
(induced) by a similar mechanism(s).

Such an increase in

virus induced cytoplasmic vesicles has been reported in
leaves of numerous virus-host combinations including:
grape fanleaf virus-infected Chenopodium (Saric and Wrisher,
1975); tobacco ringspot virus-infected cucumber cotyledons
(Rezaian et al., 1976);

cowpea chlorotic mottle virus-

infected cowpea and bean (Kim, 1977); and many others.
Often this increase in cytoplasmic membranous vesicles
occurs in conjunction with the presence of virions in the
nucleus (Cronshaw et al,, 1966; Russo and Martelli, 1972).
Other types of vesicles, called ”paramural bodies”,
(literally, bodies beside the wall (Marchant and Robards,

1968), usually located between the cell wall and the plasmalemma, have often been noticed in virus-infected plant
cells (Arnott and Smith, 1967; Tu and Hiruki, 1971; and
others).

Since paramural bodies also form in healthy plant

cells (Marchant and Robards, I968; Roland, 1973),

it is

apparent that the presence of paramural bodies is probably
not due entirely to the virus infection, although the in¬
creased numbers of these bodies does seem to be related
to the presence of the virus.

Marchant and Robards

(I968)

distinguish paramural bodies into lomasomes, those derived
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from cytoplasmic vesicles, and plasmalemmasomes, those
associated or derived from the plasmalemma,

Loraasomes

seem to be involved in the construction of the primary cell
wall by aiding in transport of wall precursors across the
plasmalemma while plasmalemmasomes are thought to be involved
in secondary cell wall modifications and enzymatic processes
(Marchant and Robards, I968).

Occasionally, paramural bodies

have been observed in association with a cell wall thickening
(Tu and Hiruki, 1971; Shukla and Hiruki, 1975; Paliwal,

1975; Atkinson and Cooper, 1976; McMullen et al., I977).

In

other cases, cell wall outgrowths or thickenings in virus
infected cells seem to be related to wall-bound tubules,
often containing virus (Kim and Fulton, 1971; Jones et al, ,

1973; Halk and McGuire, 1973).

Such wall outgrowths may be

brought about by modified microtubules which have an increased
diameter in order to accomodate virus particles (Kitajima
and Lauritis, 1969; Kim and Fulton, 1975).
Virus effects on cellular organelles are varied, and in
most cases virus particles must be present in order to be
sure the effects observed are not artifactual.

The presence

\

of virus in the nucleus is fairly common (Esau, I967; De
Zoeten, 1976),

Particles and arrays of tobacco mosaic virus

have been found in the nucleus of infected cells

(Esau, I968).

Intranuclear crystalline arrays of an icosahedral virus were
found in cowpea leaf cells infected with the cowpea strain
of southern bean mosaic virus

(Weintraub and Ragetli, 1969,1970).
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Virus particles found in the nucleus are often seen in
close proximity to the nucleolus, as in Datura leaf cells
infected with tomato bushy stunt virus

(Russo and Martelli,

1972) and in sugarbeet leaves infected with beet western
yellows virus (Esau and Hoefert, 1972),

Intranuclear tubules

containing carnation ringspot virus were seen in the nucleus
of infected cowpea and carnation cells (Weintraub et al. ,
1975).

Kim (1977) noted the close association between

intranuclear "filamentous inclusions" and cowpea chlorotic
mottle virus in bean and cowpea, and postulated that the in¬
clusions may play a role in virus replication.
Kim et al,

Recently,

(1978) observed bean golden mosaic virus particles

(a DNA virus) only in the nuclei of infected bean leaf cells
near or in vascular cell regions.
Mitochondria seem to be the least discussed cell or¬
ganelles in plant virus cytopathology.

Often this is because

no apparent difference is seen between mitochondria in healthy
cells and those in cells from virus-infected tissue.
7eintraub et al.

However,

(1972) suggest that the increase in respira¬

tion observed in tobacco mosaic virus-infected leaves was
probably due to the increase in the number of mitochondria
seen in diseased tissue compared to healthy tissue.

In cuc¬

umber leaves infected with cucumber green mottle mosaic virus
(a Tobamovirus), Hatta et al.

(1971) observed that the only

cytopathic structures were enlarged and degenerating mito¬
chondria which often contained unit membraned vesicles.

The
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appearance of vesicles in mitochondria has been associated
with virus infections of the Tymovirus group (Lesemann, 1977).
However, Chalcroft and Matthews (I966) noticed no mitochondrial
change in turnip yellow mosaic virus-infected Chinese cabbage
leaf cells.
Mitochondria from Chenonodium leaves infected with
"hypertrophic mitochondrial virus from apple" were 10-15
times larger than mitochondria from healthy plants (Weintraub
and Ragetli, 1971).

Potato virus S-infected Chenonodium

leaf cells contained mitochondria which were elongated,
contained dilated intercristal spaces, and showed a certain
degree of membrane breakdown when compared to healthy cells
(Shukla and Hiruki, 1975).

Kim and Fulton (1972) also not¬

iced mitochondrial abnormality 6-8 days after inoculation
of bean leaves with bean pod mottle virus.
One type of structures possibly formed as a result of
mitochondrial (and/or possibly chloroplast) breakdown are
what are commonly referred to as multivesicular bodies,
myelin structures, or in zoology, residual bodies (Gahan,
1968),

These structures have also been associated with

lysosomes in animal cells (Gahan, I968).

Kim et al.

(1974)

reported the presence of "myelinic bodies" between the cell
wall and the plasmalemma in bean leaf cells infected with
bean pod mottle virus or cowpea mosaic virus.

Curgy (1968)

found that myelin structures in embryonic chick hepatocytes
were probably an artifact of the double-fixation (osmium
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tetroxide/glutaraldehyde)

commonly used in tissue preparation

for electron microscopy.
The chloroplast has been studied extensively in relation
to virus infections because it is one of the first signals
of cytological breakdovm (Butler and Simon, 1971).

Chloro¬

plast degradation has been especially well studied in mosaiccausing virus infections where it is apparently brought on
by a release of hydrolytic enzymes bound within the chloro¬
plast itself (Ragetli, 196?; Esau, I968),

In response to

virus infection, chloroplast grana commonly delaminate and
disintegrate (De Zoeten, I966; Gardner, I969),

Ehara and

Misawa (1975) found virions within the chloroplasts of
cucumber mosaic virus-infected tobacco leaves and noted that
the degree of chloroplast abnormality was dependent upon the
developmental stage of the chloroplast at the time of inoc>

ulation.
Pares and McGechan (1975) noticed a marlced increase in
the number of chloroplast starch grains in bean leaves in¬
fected with passionfruit woodiness virus.

Arnott and Smith

(1967) noticed a decrease in the number of thylakoids per
grana as well as an electron dense swelling associated with
the remaining thylakoids in sunflower mosaic virus-infected
sunflower leaves,

Engelbrecht and Esau (I963) and Esau (1975)

reported the presence of a crystalline inclusion of unknown
composition, in chloroplasts of leaves affected by beet yellows
virus or beet curly top virus.
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A type of crystalline inclusion often noticed to occur
more frequently in chloroplasts of virus infected tissue than
of healthy tissue,

is an iron-protein complex Imown as phyto¬

ferritin (Robards and Humpherson, 1967; Robards and Robinson,
1968; Thomson, 197^).

Phytoferritin has also been seen in

iron deficient plants subsequently supplied with ferric
iron (Seckbach, I968) and in senescent leaf tissue (Barton,
1970).

It is now believed that this complex serves as a

non-toxic storage of iron in chloroplasts that are develop¬
ing, senescent, or in some way prevented from assuming full
photosynthetic activity (Robards and Robinson, I968; Barton,
1970).
An interesting chloroplast abnormality is the formation
of peripheral vesicles in leaf chloroplasts of Chinese
cabbage plants infected with turnip yellow mosaic virus
(Gerola et al., I966; Chalcroft and Matthews,, I966j Hatta
and Matthews, 197^; Lesemann, 1977).

The vesicles are formed

by an invagination of the inner chloroplast membrane, forming
a flask-shaped inclusion within the chloroplast stroma (Katta,
197^).

Cytochemical studies of thin sections of modified

chloroplasts have led to the conclusion that these invagina¬
tions are centers of virus replication and virion formation
(Matthews,1973; Hatta and Matthews, I976).
In some cases, virus infection does not result in any
major ultrastructural change until very late in the infection,
as in alfalfa mosaic virus-infected alfalfa leaves (Wilcoxsan
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et al., 1974),

In that case only the tonoplast seemed dis¬

rupted by the virus infection but this could easily have been
due to fixation rather than the virus.
Except for an increased formation (differentiation)

of

sieve elements in the vascular regions of curly-top virus
infected sugarbeet leaves, Esau and Hoefert (1978) noticed
no dramatic change in cell ultrastructure of infected cells.
Similarly, no changes other than increased cell enlargement
and cell division were noticed in flax leaves infected with
oat blue dwarf virus (Bantarri and Zeyen, 1971) or in leaf
galls of sugarcane caused by Fiji virus infection (Hatta
and Francki, 1976).
The vast majority of ultrastructural studies of virus
infections in plants involved primarily local or sometimes
systemic infections of leaf tissue, and very few of them
concerned themselves with infections of the '■stem.
reason for this is quite obvious;

The

stem tissue in general,

is much harder to work with and the effects of virus infection
on stem tissue

(usually systemic) are, so far, rather poorly

documented, so that researchers have shied away from employing
electron microscopy on such tissue.

It is nevertheless de¬

sirable to study the ultrastructural effects of a systemic
virus on stem cells, especially in a system like tobacco
ringspot virus in cowpea in which the stem necrosis induced
by the virus may be the main way by which the virus brings
about damage and death to the rest of the plant (Edwards, 1978).
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IVIATERIALS AND METHODS
The Virus

Tobacco ringspot virus (TRSV), grapevine strain, was
used throughout this study.

The virus was maintained in

tobacco plants (Nicotiana tabacum var.
the greenhouse.

Turkish) grown in

The effects of the virus on plant ultra¬

structure and electrophysiology were studied in young cowpea plants (Vigna sinesis var.

California Elackeye).

TRSV-

infected leaves were ground in a mortarj the slurry was
filtered through cheesecloth and the extract was diluted
1:10 (v/v) with cold O.OIM phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, and
inoculated with a glass rod onto carborundum-dusted tobacco
or cowpea leaves.
The Plants

Cowpea seeds were planted in small flats (12 seeds per
flat)

in a 1:1:1 soil:sand:peat mixture

(sterilized in an

electric heat sterilizer) and kept in a growth chamber at a

16 hour day length and a day-night temperature of 28^ and
220c, respectively.

The plants were fertilized with a water

soluble fertilizer (16-32-16) at the time of planting.
After 10-12 days of growth, the primary leaves of uni¬
formly growing plants were inoculated with a l:lo dilution
oj.

TRSV-infected sap from infected tobacco leaves.

plants were similarly inoculated using only buffer.

Control
Stem
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sections were cut 1-5 days postinoculation for use in electrophysiology and electron microscopy as described below,
Slectrophysiology

a. Preparation of stem tissue.

Stem sections, 1,0-1,5 cm

in total length were cut from inoculated plants 1-5 days post¬
inoculation,

In ”upper stem" sections, the cut surface was

approximately 0,5-1.0 cm above the primary leaf node, v/hile
in "lower stem" sections the cut surface was 0,5-1.0 cm be¬
low the primary node.
Cut sections were 'aged' for 4-6 hours before use in a
IX nutrient solution (Ringer's solution) which was diluted
from a lOX stock and adjusted to pH 5.6-5,8 with NaOH,

The

lOX stock solution had the following composition (in mM):
MgS04 2,5; KCl 10,0; Ca(N03)£•4H20 10,0; NaH2P04 9,04;
Na2HP04 0,48,
>

b. Transmembrane electro-potential measurement.

The

system used for potential difference (PD) measurements was
similar to that described by Etherton (1963) and Higinbotham
(1973).
PD's were measured as previously described by Stack
and Tattar (1978),

Plant cells were impaled with a glass

microelectrode (average tip resistance of 10-20 megaohms)
filled with 3M KCl, a reference electrode was placed in the
bathing solution and both were attached to an

amplifier
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(WPI Instruments, model 725).

The PD was recorded on a

strip chart recorder (Ssterline Angus miniservo).

The

microelectrode was positioned using a microraanipulator.
Within the perfusion chamber, a steady flow (25 ml/min)
of IX nutrient solution was maintained during measurements.
During all experiments lighting was provided by a micro¬
scope illuminator (4l0 Wm”^) and the temperature was main¬
tained at 24+ 2^0.
In this study only potential differences of either
collenchyma or chlorenchyma-type cells of the stem cortex
were measured.

PD’s were recorded only when cells exhibited

a steady potential for 2 minutes and the PD of no more than
3 cells were recorded per stem section;
1-2 cells per section were recorded.

in most cases only

In an attempt to limit

the effect of cutting on PD measurements,

only cells approx¬

imately 2-3 layers below the cut surface were impaled.
Electron Microsconv

Cowpea stem sections 0.5-1.0 cm above the primary leaf
node (upper stem) and 0.5-1.0 cm below the primary node (lower
stem) were prepared for electron microscopy at daily intervals
(1—6 days postinoculation).

Stem sections were cut trans¬

versely (approximately 2.0 mm thick) and fixed in

Jfo glutar-

aldehyde in either O.IM or 0.05M phosphate buffer pK 7,2 for

3.5 to 4.0 hours at room temperature.

A mild vacuum was

applied for the first 30 minutes to aid in fixative pene-
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tration of tissue.

Tissue was post-fixed in buffered 2^

osmium tetroxide (OSO4) for 3.5-5.0 hours.

After glutar-

aldehyde fixation and again after 0s04 post-fixation, tissue
was washed 3 times for 15 minutes each in buffer.
Tissue was then dehydrated using a graded alcohol
series of 15^» 30^, 60*?^,

95^» 3-nd 100^ alcohol for at least

30 minutes each, often overnight in higher alcohols.

In

preparation for embedding, tissue was immersed in a propylene
oxide/alcohol mixture (1:1)j then two 30 minute changes of
pure propylene oxide; and then three changes of a propylene
oxide/Spurr embedding resin (Polysciences, Inc.) mixture be¬
fore final embedding in a medium-hard plastic mixture.

Silver

to silver-gray sections were cut using glass knives on a
Porter-Blum MT-2B ultramicrotome, mounted on 400 or 600 mesh
copper grids, and stained with a uranyl acetate/lead citrate
combination (Reynolds, I963) or a potassium permanganate/lead
citrate combination (Bray and Wagenaar, 1978).

Sections

were then examined with a Zeiss EM 9S-2 electron microscope.
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RESULTS

Slectrophysiology.

UpDer stem,

A total of 200 cells were impaled in the

stem, 20 cells for each day after inoculation.

Cells in

sections from healthy (non-infected) plants exhibited mean
electropotential differences ranging from -88,9 to -94,8
millivolts (mV).

Cells in sections of diseased (tobacco

ringspot virus-infected) plants, exhibited mean potential
differences ranging from -76.3 to -90.7 mV (Table 1).

The

mean values of electropotential differences of healthy and
diseased upper stem cells are graphically illustrated in
Figure 1.

On days four and five postinoculation, the differ¬

ence of the means be^tween healthy and diseased cells was
statistically significant at the 0.05 probability level
(Student’s t-test).

As shown in Figure 1, mean values of

electropotential differences of cells in the healthy sections
decrease slightly with age, whereas the mean potential differ¬
ences of cells in diseased sections show a similar but slightly
greater decrease following day three postinoculation.

Lower stem.

A total of 200 cells were also impaled in

the lower stem, 20 cells for each day after inoculation.

Cells

in sections from healthy plants exhibited mean electropotential
differences that ranged from -92.3

to -106.0 mV.

Diseased

lower stem cells exhibited mean potential differences ranging
from

-79.6

to -94.omV (Table 1; Fig.

1).

The difference of
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Fig. 1.

Graphic representation of mean electro¬
potential differences in upper stem sections
during development of stem necrosis in tob¬
acco ringspot virus-infected cowpea plants
(data from Table 1),

Vertical lines in¬

dicate standard deviations.
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the mean values of electropotential differences between
healthy and diseased cells was statistically significant
on days two, three, and five postinoculation (Table 1; Fig.
2).

As shown in Figure 2, the mean potential difference of

healthy tissue after one day postinoculation remained re¬
latively constant,

A sharp drop, however, was noticed in

the mean electropotential difference values four days post¬
inoculation and that was followed by a sharp increase in
the mean potential difference up to a level comparable to
the mean potential differences two and three days post¬
inoculation,

On the other hand, the mean electropotential

difference values of cells in diseased tissue show a con¬
stant decrease from day two to five days postinoculation.
In Figures 1 and 2, the relatively large standard de¬
viation

from the mean for all healthy and diseased cells

impaled are illustrated and give an indication of the great
variability obtained in the electropotential differences
among the individual cells within each group of 20 healthy
>

or diseased cells.
Electron Microscopy ,
Location of virus-like particles.

Virus-like particles,

presumed to be tobacco ringspot virus, were distinguished from
ribosomes in only a few sections of infected stem tissue.
Virus-like particles were seen only in cortical parenchyma
cells during the later stages of development of stem necrosis
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Fig.

2,

Graphic representation of mean electro¬
potential differences in lower stem sections
during development of stem necrosis in tob¬
acco ringspot virus-infected cowpea plants
(data from Table 1).
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(i.e. five days postinoculation).

Virus-like particles

averaging 24-25 nm in diameter were observed in tubules
within a double membrane boundary (probably the plasmalemma)
traversing a cell wall, presumably through an enlarged
plasmodesma (Fig. 3).

Tubules traversing the cell wall

appear to be intimately associated with tubular pieces
present in the cytoplasm of the adjacent cell.

All the tub¬

ules appear to be encompassed in a cell wall protrusion
surrounded by a double membrane continuous with the plasmalemma.
In Figure 4, virus-like particles averaging 25-31 nm
in diameter were observed within the vacuole of a cortical
parenchyma cell.

A paracrystalline array of virus-like

particles can also be seen within a faintly stained membranebound area of the vacuole.

In both, Figure 3 and especially

Figure 4, the tonoplast appears to be more darkly stained
than the plasmalemma.

This phenomenon seemed to occur only

in sections in which virus—like particles were present.

In one case virus-like particles, ranging from 26-44 nm
in diameter, were seen in close proximity to the nucleolus
(Fig. 5).
Cell Ultrastructure Studies.

Healthy stem cells.

Healthy stem protophloem and cortex

cells from both upper and lower stem, possessed the usual cell
structures; nucleus,

chloroplasts, mitochondria, endoplasmic

3^

Fig,

3a,

Upper stem cortex cell of tobacco ringspot virus-infected cowpea plant exhibiting
a tubule (dark arrow) containing virus-like
particles, five days postinoculation (28,500X),
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Fig,

3^*.

Virus-like particles (vp) within tubule
(dark arrow) encased in the plasmalemma
(open arrow).

A cell wall protrusion

(wp) is noticed surrounding the virus
containing tubules, one of which tra¬
verses the cell wall (cw).

The tono-

plast (t) is deeply stained and the
endoplasmic reticulum (er)
(84,000X).

is obvious
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Fig. 4,

Upper stem cortex cell of tobacco ringspot
virus-infected cowpea plant, five days
postinoculation, exhibiting virus-like
particles (vp) within the vacuole (v).
The tonoplast (t) is deeply stained.
Note the membrane-bound paracrystalline
array of particles (open arrow), within
the vacuole (28,500X).
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Fig.

5.

Lower stem cortex cell nucleus of tobacco
ringspot virus-infected cowpea plant, five
days postinoculation exhibiting virus-like
particles (open arrows) in close proximity
to the nucleolus (nu).

The nuclear membrane

is seen off to the right (solid arrow)
(28,500X).
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reticulum, ribosomes, Golgi apparatus, vacuole(s), tonoplast, plasmalemma and plasmodesmata (Figs.

6 and 7).

All

stem cells, protophloem or cortical, were highly vacuolate,
often possessing a very thin layer of cytoplasm.
phloem region consists of phloem fiber,

The proto¬

sieve element, and

phloem parenchyma-type cells and the cortex is comprised of
collenchyma and parenchyma-type cells.

Macroscopic develooment of stem necrosis.

In general,

red to reddish-brown local lesions develop on the primary
leaves of cowpea plants three days after inoculation with
tobacco ringspot virus.

Occasionally,

small, elongate,

reddish stem lesions can be seen below the primary node four
or five day post-inoculation.

About five days postinoculation

the stem above the primary node begins to change color from
a light green to a light brown.

By the sixth day, the upper

stem shows moderate necrosis and the lower stem also begins
to develop necrosis.

Usually, after the sixth day postinoc-

ulation, the upper stem is almost completely necrotic, the
primary leaves have alredy fallen off and the lower stem is
moderately necrotic.

Subsequently, by day eight or nine,

plants may recover or die,

depending on the severity of the

individual infection.

Diseased stem cells.

Cytopathological effects of the

virus infection on both cortical and protophloem regions of
the stem appeared to be similar.

The most commonly noticed
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Fig.

6.

Frotophloem parenchyma cell from the upper
stem of a healthy cowpea plant exhibiting
the typical structures of a normal cell
(14,400X):

(m) mitochondrion,

(v) vacuole,

(c) chloroplast,

(n) nucleus,
(cw)

cell

wall; arrow indicates nuclear membrane.
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Fig,

7.

Cytoplasmic area of a protophloem cell
from the lower stem of a healthy cowpea
plant.

Some structures are seen here

which were not visible in Fig,
(t) tonoplast,
lemma,

(v) vacuole,

6 (28,5onX):

(p) plasma-

(er) endoplasmic reticulum,

ribosomes,

(m) mitochondrion,

(r)

(gv) Golgi

vesicle (with associated Golgi apparatus).
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effect of virus infection on cell ultrastructure was the
presence of increased numbers of cytoplasmic vesicles
(Figs.

8a and 8b), paramural bodies

myelin figures
tures

(Figs.

15 and 16),

(Fig.

13)»

13 and 14),

(Figs.

9|10,11,

and 12),

cytoplasmic multivesicular struc¬
and endoplasmic reticulum (Figs.

All these types of vesicles were noticed more

commonly in cells obtained from plants three or more days
after inoculation,

i.e,

slightly before and then during the

appearance of macroscopic stem symptoms.
Cytoplasmic vesicles resembling dictyosomes were often
in close proximity to the nucleus

(Figs.

8a and 8b),

and

were frequently associated with rough endoplasmic reticulum
(Fig.

15).

Paramural bodies were found in both healthy

stem cells and in stem cells from virus-infected plants,

how-

ever, a greater number of these structures were noticed in
cells from diseased plants.

Most commonly,

paramural bodies

present between the cell wall and plasmalemma contained
vesicles of round,

ovoid,

and/or tubular shapes

(Fig,

11)

Occasionally,paramural bodies contained fibrous material
(I'ig.

12).

Multivesicular bodies were observed more com¬

monly in the cytoplasm of diseased than of healthy cells
and seemed to be of three major forms:

those resembling para¬

mural bodies and composed of a mass of circular or tubular
vesicles;

those composed of a mixture of ovoid vesicles

and concentrically arranged membranes

(Fig.

13).

Showing a honeycomb-like aggregation of vesicles

and those
(Fig.

14).
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Fig.

8a.

Frotophloem cell from upper stem of tobacco
ringspot virus-infected cowpea plant,

four

days postinoculation showing a noticeable
vesicle proliferation (pv),

mixed with

endoplasmic reticulum (open arrow).

The

vesicle proliferation is in close proximity
to the nucleus
tinct nucleolus
wall

(n) which exhibits a dis¬
(nu). Vacuole

(v) and cell

(cw) are also seen (14,400X).
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Fig,

Bb.

Cortex cell from lower stem of tobacco
ringspot virus-infected cowpea plant
showing vesicle proliferation (pv)
days after inoculation.

Vesicles are in

close proximity to the nucleus
chloroplasts

(c)i

five

(n) and

one of which exhibits

distinct granal stacl^s

(g) and the other

shows a starch grain (s) with its stroma.
Mitochondria (m) and endoplasmic reticulum
(arrow) are also seen (2S,500X).
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Fig.

9.

Cortex cells from the lower stem of a cowpea
plant five days after inoculation with tobacco
ringspot virus showing a paramural body with
a honeycomb-like structure.

The cell wall

(cw)

is marked and the paramural body is shown by
the open arrow (28,500X).
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Fig,

10.

A portion of a cortex cell from the lower
stem of a tobacco ringspot virus-infected
cowpea plant,

five days postinoculation,

showing a cytoplasmic inclusion resembling
a type of paramural body often seen in
virus infected cells.

The Golgi apparatus

(g) appears to be releasing vesicles
arrow)

(open

towards the inclusion which is

adjacent to the tonoplast

(t)

(28,50OX).
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Fig.

11.

Portions of two cortex cells from lower stem
of a tobacco ringspot virus- infected cowpea
plant four days postinoculation, showing a
paramural body set off from the cytoplasm by
the plasmalemma (p) and from the vacuole, by
the tonoplast (t).

Spherical and elongate

tubular vesicles are present within the para¬
mural body (14,400X).
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•A

%

12.

A portion of a cortex cell from upper
stem of a tobacco ringspot virus-in¬
fected cowpea plant three days post¬
inoculation, showing a plasmalemmal
extension (paramural body)

(arrows)

taining fibrous material (28,500X).

con
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Fig.

13.

Protophloem region of the upper stem of a
tobacco ringspot virus-infected cowpea plant
one day after inoculation.

Note cytoplasmic

inclusions in cell at upper right

(open

arrows) which contain vesicles and concen¬
tric membranes.

Cell at lower left shows

a cytoplasmic inclusion (solid arrow)
taining vesicles and tubules

con¬

(l4,400X).
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Fig.

14.

A portion of a protophloem cell from lower
stem of a tobacco ringspot virus-infected
cowpea plant five days after inoculation
which shows a honeycomb-like cytoplasmic
inclusion (arrow) in close proximity to endo
plasmic reticulum (er)

(28,500X).
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Fig, 15.

A portion of the cytoplasm of a cortex cell
from lower stem of a tobacco ringspot virusinfected cowpea plant five days after inoc¬
ulation exhibiting a mass of endoplasmic
reticulum (er) with some scattered Golgi
vesicles (arrows)

(28,500X).
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Fig.

16.

A portion of a cortex cell from lower stem
of a tobacco ringspot virus-infected cowpea
plant five days after inoculation showing ex¬
tensive endoplasmic reticulum (er) associated
with mitochondria (m) and plasmodesmata (pd).
Note that this cell has plasmolysed and the
plasmalemma (arrows) has migrated away from
the cell wall (28,500X).
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In most cases, the cytoplasmic, multivesicular bodies
were adjacent to the plasmalemma and some were almost
paramural, as in the case of the honeycomb inclusions in
Figures 9 and l4.
Myelin figures were seen in greater abundance in cells
from diseased, than from healthy plants and appeared as
multiconcentric rings of membranes often associated with
smaller vesicles as early as one day postinoculation (Fig.

13).

Endoplasmic reticulum showed a high degree of activity

in diseased tissue

(Figs,

15 and I6), and polysome formations

were observed more commonly in cells from diseased than
from healthy plants (Fig.

17).

Mitochondria, when present, seemed to be unaffected by
virus infection during the postinoculatioJi time period studied.
Similarly, the nuclei of cells from infected plants appeared
normal except for one case in which a concentrically arranged
group

oj.

membranes was observed in the nucleoplasm, near the

nuclear membrane, associated with chromatin material

(Fig.

18),

The most dynamic ultrastructural changes in tobacco ringspot virus-infected cowpea stem cells were observed in the
chloroplasts.

Beginning two days postinoculation (before

symptom expression), phytoferritin arrays consisting of in¬
dividual particles about 9.0nm in diameter were observed in
the stroma of chloroplasts from infected protophloem paren¬
chyma cells (Fig.

19).

development was limited.

When phytoferritin was present, grana
Phytoferritin was observed in

several upper and lower stem protophloem and cortical cells
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Fig.

17.

A portion of a lower stem protophloem cell
from a tobacco ringspot virus-infected cowpea
plant three days after inoculation.

The

oblique plane of this section shows cell wall
(cw), longitudinal views of microtubules (m.t)
and cross-sections of plasmodesmata (pd).
Groups of polysomes (open arrows) are present
above and below the cell wall (28,500X).
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Fig.

18.

A nucleus from an upper stem protophloem
cell of a cowpea plant infected with tob¬
acco ringspot virus.
(arrows)

A membranous ring

is seen within the nucleus,

associated v/ith chromatin (cr).

The

nucleolus (nu) and nuclear membrane
(nm) are clearly spen (28,500X).
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Fig.

19.

Phytoferritin arrays (arrows and inset)

in

a chloroplast from a protophloem cell in
the lower stem of a tobacco ringspot virusinfected cowpea plant five days postinoc¬
ulation.

Note the sparse thylakoid and

granal stacb: development characteristic
of chloroplasts containing phytoferritin
arrays (28,5nOX;

Fig,

20.

inset, 84,000X).

A hexagonal crystal, possibly phytoferritin,
in the cytoplasm of a lower stem protophlojem
cell of a cowpea plant four days after inoc¬
ulation with tobacco ringspot virus.

The

indistinct tonoplast is marked by arrows
(28,500X).
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of TRSV-infected plants, but was never observed in chloroplasts from any healthy stem cells.

In one lower stem

protophloem cell, a hexagonal crystal composed of particles
approximately 9.0 nm in diameter was observed in the cyto¬
plasm of the cell and that too appeared to be a phytofer¬
ritin crystal,

(Fig.

20).

Starch grains were commonly encountered in chloroplasts
of both healthy and diseased cells and no difference in
starch accumulation was noticed.

However, in some healthy,

and more often in diseased cell chloroplasts,

in place of

starch grains, masses of spherical or isometric particles
(possibly rods in cross-section) approximately 35 nm in
diameter were noticed that had an electron dense outline
%

and an apparently hollow or empty center (Fig.

21).

In

chloroplasts from diseased tissue a ’’cross-hatching” on
poorly developed or disintegrating granal lamellae (Fig.

21)

appeared sometimes, or the spherical inclusions appeared
to be enclosed within dilated thylakoid membranes (Fig,

22)".

In some cases, poorly developed chloroplasts containing
starch also exhibited ’’cross-hatching” on granal lamellae
(Fig,

23).

Granal cross-hatching was observed only in

chloroplasts of protophloera cells from virus-infected
plants about five days postinoculation (around the time
of symptom appearance).
Chloroplasts in cells from infected tissue sometimes
also contained an arrangement of electron dense particles
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Fig,

21.

A chloroplast from a protophloem cell in
a lower stem of a cowpea plant five days
after inoculation with tobacco ringspot
virus.

Plastoglobuli (pg) are present

in this plastid (these are normal).

Note

the spherical structures indicated by the
open arrow and the ”cross-hatching”

(closed

arrow) between the lamellae of some granal
stacks (28,500X).
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Fig.

22.

A chloroplast from a cowpea lower stem proto¬
phloem cell four days after inoculation with
tobacco ringspot virus.

The grana and thyla-

koids are showing poor development and some
thylakoid lamellae show a dilation containing
spherical structures like those in Fig.
(28,500X).

21
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Fig.

23.

Chloroplast from the protophloem region
of the lower stem of a cowpea plant five
days after inoculation with tobacco ringspot virus.

Note the dilated granal

lamellae (arrows) and the "cross-hatching’’
seen on the remaining granal stacks
(84,000X).
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(probably ribosomes) within the chloroplast stroma.

The

arrangement usually consisted of a ring of several particles
approximately 20 nm in diameter around one or several
central particle(s) approximately 26 nm in diameter (Fig.
24-inset).

In most cases, chloroplasts possessing such

arrangments were otherwise normal in appearance.

Chloro¬

plast disruption was observed in necrotic cells five days
postinoculation and consisted of varying degrees of thylakoid disintegration, grana lamellae dilation and,

occas¬

ionally, breakage of the chloroplast membrane (Fig.

25).
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Fig.

24.

A chloroplast from the protophloem region
of the lower stem of a cowpea plant three
days after inoculation with tobacco ringspot
virus.

The chloroplast appears rather

normal, with a large starch grain (s) and
what appears to be a ribosomal cluster
(arrow and inset)

(28,500X, inset-84,OOOX).

I

i.
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Fig.

25.

A chloroplast from the lower stem cortex
region of a cowpea plant five days after
inoculation with tobacco ringspot virus.
Note the disarray of the grana, the dilated
thylakoids and the break in the chloroplast
membrane (arrows)

(28,500X).
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DISCUSSION

In both upper and lov/er stem sections of tobacco ringspot virus

(TRSV)-infected cowpea plants, the electropot¬

ential differences of cells declined gradually as the number
of days postinoculation increased (Table 1; Figs.

1 and 2).

Presumably this is caused by the progress of virus-induced
modifications of cell ultrastructure and physiology.

TRSV

is Imown to be translocated to the roots very soon after
primary leaf inoculation (Kuriger and Agrios, 1977; Atchison
and Francki, 1972), and symptoms appear a few days later.
Edwards (1978) postulated that the virus probably doesn’t
affect the lower stem cells until after necrosis begins
developing in the upper stem of TRSV-infected cowpea plants.
According to the electrophysiological data obtained in the
present study, however, the lower diseased stem showed
significantly lower electropotential differences than the
lower healthy stem one day earlier than did the upper dis¬
eased stem and this may indicate that the physiological
effects of the virus infection are being expressed in older
tissue first.

Since TRSV has been found in the roots of cow¬

pea plants three days after inoculation (Kuriger and Agrios,
1977), while it was found in the upper stem five days after
inoculation in the present study;

it is possible that the

virus affects the physiology of lower stems first, whereas
cytological and histological effects of the virus are ex¬
pressed only after virus concentration builds up for four or
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five days in the upper part of the stem (above the primary
node)

(Edwards, I978),
The exact mechanism for the cellular electropotential

drop reported here was not investigated, but similar de¬
polarization of cell membranes has been noted in leaves of
cowpea plants locally and systemically infected with TRSV
(Stack and Tattar, I978),

in nematode-induced giant cells

(Jones et al, , 1975)» in plants subjected to fungal patho¬
gens and toxins (Wheeler, 1973; Novacky et al., I976; Novacky
and Karr, 1977)#

in wounded plant cells (Koopowitz et al.,

1975) and in other plant stress conditions (Tattar and
Blanchard, 1976; V/heeler, 1976).

Healthy lower and upper

stem cells had comparable potential difference means.

Healthy

upper stem cells had generally lower mean potential differ¬
ences than comparable lower stem cells, which may be due to
the age difference of the cortex cells in these two areas
of the stem.
The use of microelectrodes in the study of plant cell
physiology/pathology is still in its infancy primarily be¬
cause of the many problems encountered in impaling plant cells.
For example, the fine-tipped microelectrode must pass through
a tough cell wall; the cell metabolism is, no doubt,

dis¬

rupted by the presence of the electrode; the electrodes
themselves show variability (within certain limits); and it
is impossible, at this time, to know exactly how many cell
membranes and organelles the electrode has passed through
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which may affect the overall potential difference readings
obtained (Dainty, 1962; Greenham, I966; Lavallee et al, ,
1969; Wheeler, I976),

Although all possible precautions

were talcen to minimize extraneous effects in this study,
it is unlikely that all were eliminated.

As can be seen

in Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2, the calculated standard
deviations of the mean potential differences are,
cases, very large.

in many

Although the majority of the individual

cell potential differences were distributed close to the
mean, some wide variations in individual readings resulted
in large standard deviations.

The drop in the mean potential

’^i^’i'srence of healthy lower stem cells at four days post¬
inoculation as well as the generally large standard de¬
viations seem due, possibly, to the previously mentioned
inherent difficulties involved in the use of this technique.
>

These problems were accentuated in the study of cowpea stems
as the cells to be probed were mostly collenchyma, which
have highly lignified walls, and tended to break many elec¬
trodes.

It was also very difficult to place the electrodes

into cells due to the way in which the stem sections were
mounted in the holder, affording a side-on view of the cut
surface rather than a head-on (downward) view.
Virus-like particles were assumed to be tobacco ringspot
virus since non-inoculated plants did not contain such parti¬
cles.

The particles were approximately 25 nm in diameter,

slightly smaller than the reported TRSV size of 28 nm (Stace-
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Smith, 1970).
in tubules,

The presence of TRSV in plasmodesmata, with¬

has also been reported in stem cells of soybean

(Kalk and McGuire, 1973)i in bean roots

(Crowley et al. ,

1969; Davison, I969) » 2-nd in tobacco shoot meristems
(Roberts et al,, I970), systemically infected with TRSV,
In the present study, as well as in those by Kim and Fulton
(1971)1 Roberts and Harrison (1970) and Halk and McGuire
(1973)f 2- thickening of the cell wall was noticed in the
area where plasmalemma-bound virus tubules were present.
Kim and Fulton (I97I) speculated that the cell wall modifi¬
cation may be the result of abnormal cell-wall microtubule
thickening due to the presence of virus, which then leads
to an association of tubule-bound virus with the wall pro¬
trusions.
The particles located near the nucleolus (Fig,
widely in size, but the reason for this is unknown.

5) varied
Neither

the nature nor the origin of these particles was investi¬
gated, but it is possible that they are virions as both
isometric (Weintraub and Ragetli, 1969i 1970; Weintraub et al. ,
1975; Esau, 1977) 2.nd rod-shaped virus particles

(Cronshaw

et al. , 1966; Gardner, I967) have been found within the
nucleus of infected plant cells, and their presence there
may be related to virus replication (Esau, I968;

De Zoeten

and Gaard, 1969; Hamilton, 1974),
The increased numbers of membranous cytoplasmic vesicles
(Figs.

8a and 8b) and multivesicular structures

(Figs.

13
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and l4) and the increase in endoplasmic reticulum (Figs,
15 and 16) are probably the result of a general virus effect
on the host cell endomembrane system (Morre and Mollenhaur,

197^).

An increase in cytoplasmic membranes in cells of

diseased tissue as compared to those of healthy controls
has been noted in many ultrastructural studies of virus
infection (Chamberlain and Catherall, 1978; Langenberg and
Schroeder, 1975» Rezaian et al., 1976; and others).
the earliest effects of TRSV infection in cowpeas,
proliferation of membranes.

is the

Roberts and Harrison (1970)

also observed an increase in cytoplasmic vesicles,
near the nucleus,

One of

especially

in Chenonodium amarantico1or leaves sys-

temically infected with strawberry latent ringspot virus
(a NEPOvirus, like TRSV),

They too considered that to be

the first cytological change attributed to the virus infection
in these leaves.
Rezaian et al,

(1976) believed that in cucdmber cotyle¬

don cells, the replication of TRSV was restricted to the cell
cytoplasm in which they also noted an increased complexity
of the cytoplasmic membrane systems,
the rough endoplasmic reticulum.

including the Golgi and

De Zoeten et al,

(1974) and

De Zoeten (1976) noticed fibrillar structures within virusinduced vesicles of cowpea mosaic virus-infected cowpea
leaves four days after inoculation and believed this fibrillar
material to be viral RNA.

The vesicles observed in stem cells

of cowpea plants infected with TRSV (Figs.

8a and 8b)

show a
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hint of internal, fibrous material but its origin or function
is not known.

Since increased cytoplasmic vesiculation

has been associated with major organelles such as the Golgi
apparatus and the endoplasmic reticulum (Chamberlain and
Catherall, 1976; Esau and Hoefert, 1971; Ce Zoeten,

I966;

Rezaian et al., I976), it may indicate a direct role of
these vesicles in viral replication,

just as chloroplast

vesicles are thought to be involved in turnip yellow
mosaic virus replication (Hatta and Matthews, I976).
The greater number of paramural bodies observed in
cells of TRSV-infected cowpea stems as compared to healthy
stem cells agrees with observations by other investigators
(Paliwal, 1975; Shukla and Hiruki, 1975).

In local infec¬

tions, paramural body formation is thought to cause cell
wall thickening and may be a host defense mechanism designed
to limit virus spread (Spencer and Kimmins, 1971; Tu and
Hiruki, 1971; Allison and Shalla, 1974; McMullen et al. .
>

*

1977) I hut no explanation has been given for paramural
bodies in systemic infections.
Luke et al.

(I966) and Hanchey et al.

(I968) found a

deposition of what they called '’lomasome-like” structures
between cell wall and plasmalemma when oat roots were treated
with the phytotoxin victorin.

Such wall modifications were

thought to be caused by the release of wall degrading enzymes.
In addition, victorin also caused chloroplast disruption in
primary leaves of oat, and a significant drop in root cell
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membrane potentials when a susceptible oat cultivar was
subjected to victorin treatment (Novacky and Hanchey, 197^)>
much like those caused by TRSV in cowpea stems
Table 1).

(Fig.

,

25

The effects of victorin were thought to be the

results of its action on either the inner cell wall or the
outside of the plasmalemma (Luke et al,, 1966).

It is pos¬

sible that TRSV induces changes in cell membrane components,
especially in the plasmalemma as shown by ultrastructural
modifications (Figs,

9-11), and by the decrease in membrane

potential measured by microelectrodes.

Although,

in this

study, both the plasmalemma and tonoplast potentials were
probably measured in series, the influence of the tonoplast
in membrane potential differences in thought to be negli¬
gible (Etherton and Higinbotham, i960).
Myelin figures (or myelin bodies)

have been observed

in other plant virus infections (Robleda, 1973; Kim et al, ,

197^).

Kim et al.

(197^) noticed "myelinic bodies" between
>•

the cell wall and plasmalemma of bean leaf cells infected
with bean pod mottle or cowpea mosaic virus.

The close assoc

iation between these structures and tubules containing vir¬
ions, led Kim et al.

to believe that there was the possib¬

ility that the membranous tubules were derived from the
"myelinic bodies".
present study.

No such relationship was found in the

Most of the myelin bodies observed were cyto¬

plasmic and they also occurred in plants not infected with
TRSV,

The myelin bodies seen in this study closely resemble

what are termed "residual bodies" in animal

cells

(Gahan, I968).
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Gahan maintains that hydrolase activity is associated with
"residual bodies" and that they function as animal cell
lysosomes.

He further states that hydrolase activity has

not been associated with similar structures seen in plant
cells.

Robards (I968) observed "myelin-like bodies”

in dif¬

ferentiating ray cells of willow and could not explain their
presence, although he did not believe them to be artifacts.
However, Curgy (I968),

investigating the myelin figures in

chick hepatocytes, suggested that they may be artifacts of
osmium tetroxide/glutaraldehyde double fixation, the same
employed in the present study, and that of Robards

(I968).

It is possible that the presence of these structures in cells
of both healthy and TRSV-infected tissue may be artifact.
The most noticeable ultrastructural changes in cells
from virus-infected tissue occurred in chloroplasts.

Chloro-

plasts from diseased plants often contained phytoferritin
while those from healthy plants did not

(Fig.

I9).

No cyto-

chemical tests were performed to prove that the observed
arrays were phytoferritin, but location, size of particles
and general appearance of the arrays were similar to those
found by others (Hyde et al. , I963; Robards and Robinson,

1968; Thomson, 197^)i and shown to be phytoferritin.

Fhyto-

ferritin is considered to be an iron-protein complex which
allows the plant to store iron in a non-toxic form,

or is a

safe way to store iron as a metabolic end product (Robards
and Humpherson, 196?; Wrischer, 196?; Seckbach,

I968).
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Phytoferritin has been noticed in healthy plants
et al., 1963? Robards and Hympherson, 1967)»

(Hyde

senescent

leaf tissue (Barton, 1970) and in virus-infected plants
(Craig and Williamson, 1969; Hanchey et al., 1975; Shukla
and Hiruki, 1975).

In the present study, phytoferritin

was observed only in chloroplasts from diseased plants
three days postinoculation which also exhibited poor de¬
velopment of granal stacks and of thylakoids,

similar

to those found by Robards and Robinson (I968).

It is

possible that one of the early effects of virus infection
may be a curtailment of normal photosynthetic activity
which then results in phytoferritin deposition.

Additional

chloroplast abnormalities were present in the form of
particles within dilated portions of thylakoids (Fig.

22)

or in areas where starch grains are usually found (Fig.

21).

The significance of these structures is not known and no
reference seems to be made to them in the literature.
In this study,poorly developed or disintegrating
thylakoids and/or granal stacks often showed what is labelled
here as "cross-hatching"

(Figs.

21 and 23).

Cross-hatching

seems to occur in conjunction with chloroplast disintegration
and occurred only in TRSV-infected plants.

Although at first

glance cross-hatching gives the impression that it is an
artifact produced by knife marks during sectioning of the
chloroplast, the fact that it occurred only on chloroplast
lamellae and not in the stroma or any other membrane,

suggests
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that it is real.

Also, frequently, sets of lamellae show

cross-hatching in opposing directions, thus precluding the
idea that it is an artifact.
Most intriguing was the occurrence of clusters of
electron dense particles within chloroplasts from diseased
tissue.

These particles are presumed to be chloroplast ribo¬

somes since polysomes are common in plant cell proplastids,
function in thylalcoid protein production and aid in the

$

formation of chlorophyll (Bartels and Weier, 1967

Falk,

19^9)#

Why these groups of ribosomes (polysomes) were found only in
virus-infected tissue is not known.

Possibly, along with

the other abnormalities observed in the chloroplasts, these
ribosomes are an attempt by the plant to prevent chloroplast
degradation by stepping up protein production within the
chloroplasts and thus results in the appearance of the ribo¬
some clusters which might otherwise be inconspicuous in this
tissue.
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SUmiARY
Steins of cowpea plants systemically infected with
tobacco ringspot virus were studied electrophysiologically
and ultrastructurally in the time period following inocula¬
tion before the onset of visible necrosis

(up to five days

postinoculation).
In the upper stem, i.e,

above the primary node,

electro¬

potential differences in cells from diseased plants were
significantly lower than in healthy cells four and five days
after inoculation of the plants with tobacco ringspot virus.
In the lower stem,

i.e. below the primary node,

electro¬

potential differences in cells from diseased plants were
significantly lower than in healthy cells two, three, and
five days postinoculation,
Ultrastructurally, stem cells from the protophloem
and cortex regions exhibited cytopathological changes as
early as three days after inoculation.

Usually, the first

change observed was a proliferation of paramural bodies in
cells from infected tissue as compared to controls.
virus-induced cellular changes included:

Other

increased numbers of

myelin structures, cytoplasmic vesicles, multivesicular
structures, and increased endoplasmdc reticulum.
Mitochondria and nuclei appeared normal, for the most
part, but chloroplasts from infected tissues showed a range
of conditions from completely normal to grossly distorted,
Chloroplast ribosomes were visible only in plastids from
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infected tissue.

Phytoferritin was common in chloroplasts

from virus-infected tissue but was never found in chloro¬
plasts from healthy control cells.

Chloroplast degradation

was indicated by the appearance of a ”cross-hatching” on
thylakoids and granal stacks as well as delamination of
grana and disruption of the chloroplast membrane.
Virus-like particles were located only in stem cortex
cells five days after inoculation.

Within virus-infected

cells, virus-like particles were observed in tubules within
plasmodesmata embedded in a matrix resembling cell wall
extension.

Virus-like particles in the size range of tobacco

ringspot virus were also noticed occasionally in vacuoles
and in close proximity to the nucleolus of infected cells.
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